DELEGATES TO THE AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES CONGRESS AT THE ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY ON THURSDAY.

Reading from left to right:—Front Row—Prof. Darnley Naylor (Adelaide), Mr. E. Scott (Melbourne), Professor McKellar Stewart (Adelaide), Professor Rennie (Adelaide), Professor Sir James Barrett (Melbourne), Sir John McFarland (Chancellor, Melbourne University), Sir George Murray (Chancellor, Adelaide University), Sir Edgeworth David (Sydney), Professor A. A. Lawson (Melbourne), Professor W. Mitchell (Vice-Chancellor, Adelaide University), Professor Sir Henry Barzelough (Sydney), Professor W. E. Agar (Melbourne).

Second Row—Professor Kerr Grant (Adelaide), Professor Harold Davies (Adelaide), Professor N. T. M. Willmore (Vice-Chancellor, Perth University), Professor Harvey Johnson (Adelaide), Professor J. P. Wilson (Melbourne), Mr. E. de C. Clark (Perth), Professor Ross (Perth), Professor R. L. Dunhabin (Perth), Professor W. Whitfield (Perth), Professor Sir Douglas Mawen (Adelaide).

Top Row—Mr. Stanley Addison (Melbourne, secretary of the congress), Professor H. S. Summers (Melbourne), Professor J. R. Wilton (Adelaide), Mr. F. W. Eardley (Registrar, Adelaide University).